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N.B. (1) Attempt any four questions out of six questions
(2) Assume any additional data if necessary and state it clearly
(3) Explain answers with neat sketches wherever necessary
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[Tot6l Marks$0]

1. a) Given the
method ol

re following data, related purchase and sales, obtain tWti
of least squares and estimate the likelv when purchaseei

rssion equations by
: 120

Purchase(x) 60 75 I00 80 Q( )) 11 ,90, 87 50

iales (y) ll0 t25 132 120 135 98 r28 140 98 85

Pseudo-Random Numbers
34 32 88 44 56 23 98 36

the t06l

b) A Contractor has kept the data regards the delays and penalties on his previous 1 O construction [f4l
U as below

Project I
.)
L 3 ,4 5 6 1

8 9 10

Delay (in days) 40 5 30 80 15 95 10 100 25 50

Penalty (in lac Rs.) :,:i10' ,,, .6 5 15 25 32

Use Monte Carlo simulatior elay' lmd.rnean:BbnaltV which the contractor
should consider for 5 of his future projects. Generate thc random numbers form the numbers
given below

52 61 22

39 45 68 2t 42 13 91 40

08 53 18 01 71 64 80 28

24 24 ,. .95 38 72 93 58 14

12 42 6l

49 51 39

09 34 74

crn. ahd,a standard deviation of 38 cm. What is the probability that the annual rainfall
(D is 100 to 170 cm (ii) is atleast 75 cm

3. a) Explain with example the utility of Spearman's Rank Correlation coefficient in HRM t06l
b) In 28 years ofa truck driver's career, it has been recorded that he has encountered 33 minor I06l

and 2 major accidents. His average journey is 50 kms/day. What is the probability that, if he

has embarked on a journey to delivcr goods on a construction site, 25 kms from the

rnanufacturing yard, that he will be involved in a minor accident?
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and Vorster-Sears models in predicting and t08I
reakdown eosts with practical examples

a:factory are defective, find the probability that in a batch t06l
tial construction site

' (iii) 2 doors are defective

- '(iv) 10 doors are defective
is.estimated to be normally distributed with a mean of 150 I06I
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A- tenderer is bidding for construction works, averagely 20 nos.
Find the probability that:
(i) He gets atleast 18 works
(iii) He does not get any work
(v) He gets all the rvorks
AIso hnd the mean, standard deviation, variance and frequency of rr' successes of the above

4. a)
scenaflo
For the construction of a fence, the contractor used concrete which u
The following compressive

scenario

strengths in N'/mm2 were recorded

Batch no. ...:

! :".

I 32.5

2 31.2

3 27.3
4 34.5

5 37.s
6 )t.3

31.2

8

9 .'::".ri. 11:r

i0:--

tu6L4UlJ
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b)

You are the quality control in-charge from the client's side. Based on the above data and tour
assumed benchmark, decide whether you ri'ill accept or reject the concrete work. Also
suggest some recorurendations to the contractor for improving the concrete quality.
Four machines regularly produce similar products on an automated pro-duction line. Machine l0gll, which manufactures 10% of the products, produces a defective product t timerin is;
Machine 2, which manufactt'res 60% of the products, produces a defective product t times in
20; Machine 3, which manufactures 15% of the producis, produces a defective product 1 times
in l2' Machine 4, which also manufactures 15%" of the products, produces a defective productI times in l0; If, during random inspection, one product is selected at random, what is the
pro-bability that the selected product is defective? Also find the probability, if the product rs
delective, what is the probability that ir has come from Machine 3?

For' a.particular piojegt, it was estimated that I lakh cement bags would be required. The t06l
grderinS cost is. Rs. 2SOOI- per order. Thq unit ,cost:of cement big ,uu, estimated Rs. 320/-

:1u"1r9,ry.""?ilg^:o^rJ ^i220% 
of the average annual inventory. truring the project, it rvas

tound that only I,05,000 bags were iequired. Also, the cost of cement bags increased to Rs.
350/- The ordering cost increased by Rs. 500/-, whereas the inventory carrying cost remains
as it is. Find out how much 7o increase or decrease in cost would be incurred due to variation.

s. a)
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b) Table below gives the weights of various contents in l0 concrete mixes usEd for construction 114I
on sitc

Find out the Karl-

Sr. No. Cement
content

(x)
(kg/m3)

WC ratio
(Y)

Compressive
strength

(z)
(N/mm2)

I 345 Q.457 34'7,

2 325 0.446 5.0

3 327 0.443 36.3
4 341 0.455 33.5

5 349 0,463 2s.9

6 332 0.:44 38.4
7 356 36:8

8 328 ' ' 17 4,.''
9 354 ,ri 0.45 I , 34.9
l0 347 0.443 36.7

Pearsons Simple co-relation that exists between:
(i) Cement Content(X) and Compressive strength(Z)
(ii) W/C ratio(Y) and Compressive strength(Z)

Also check for probable error and find coefhcient of determination. Comment on the

physical significance of C.D obtained

6. a) You are project manager on constriction project. Your project required 1 lakh cement bags I0Sl
annul. Basic unit price of cement bag inclusive of taxes, handling, and transportation to project

site location is Rs. 300,fuag. The ordering cost is Rs. 2000/order. lnventory carrying cost is

20% of average amual inventory. Based on activities scheduling monthly required cement

bagq

ple

are as

Months .Jan .. :.fgb ...1 .1;',1 April May June

Cement
Bags,

:,,;l',1:-. 
1-l' ,.1"

i-tp'Q,*i,* 6000 12000 16000

"Mohths. July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec

eEmeltt
BagS' ,

13000 11000 8000 6000 4000 2000

causing understock and

, Determine the total cost

Ir2l
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I associated units for the prime mover based on the following data:

prime mover: 5 minutes
associated unit : l0 minutes

= Rs. 6000/-
Ca: Rs. 20001-

ice, for this work, 5 associated units rvere assigned. Using Griffi's
whether the associated units assigned are optimum or adding


